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May 9, 2014
To Whom It May Concern,
Our national association hosts an annual conference each year which draws 200-300 people.
This year, the conference took place in Toronto, Ontario from April 30 – May 2, 2014. We
wanted to add a social event to the program to let our delegates unwind and mix and mingle
together after a long day of sessions. The Conference Committee recommended bringing in a
hypnotist and after much research of available entertainers in the area, I was thrilled to find
The Incredible Boris!
His references and video clips made me feel secure in bringing him to our event and I was
thrilled with his availability and ease of contracting. Throughout the planning process, Boris
was very accommodating and relaxed as we finalized the details of his performance. He arrived
well before the event time, easily connected with me, the organizer, and our AV technicians to
work out the last minute event details. He provided a bio for his introduction and was
personable and friendly to deal with.
However, his true value and brilliance was evident once the show began. It was clear he is a
trained professional, very skilled at running corporate events such as ours. I had never seen a
hypnotist before and was fairly skeptical about both the legitimacy of the craft as well as the
entertainment value. After being a volunteer and hearing the feedback from the audience, I am
officially a fascinated convert to hypnosis and a pleased event organizer.
Boris was hilarious, appropriate for our audience, engaging and kept our audience laughing and
riveted. Everyone had an amazing time, took plenty of videos of the hilarity and I have heard
nothing but rave reviews for the last week. Choosing the right entertainment for a corporate
conference is always a tricky task, but I was so pleased with how this all worked out and Boris’
services and talents.
I wholeheartedly recommend The Incredible Boris for your event – he is entertaining, engaging
and he can guarantee your audience will have a fantastic time.
Sincerely,
Melissa McQueen
Executive Director
CVAA

